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Abstract. As a result of OpenStreetMap’s (OSM) openness and wide availability, there is increasing interest in using OSM street network data in
routing applications. But due to the heterogeneous nature of Volunteered
Geographic Information (VGI) in general and OSM in particular, there is no
universally valid answer to questions about the quality of these data
sources. In this paper we address the lack of systematic analyses of the
quality of the OSM street network for vehicle routing and the effects of using OSM rather than proprietary street networks in vehicle routing applications. We propose a method to evaluate the quality of street networks for
vehicle routing purposes which compares relevant street network features
as well as computed route lengths and geometries using the Hausdorff distance. The results of our case study comparing OSM and the official Austrian reference graph in the city of Vienna show close agreement of one-way
street and turn restriction information. Comparisons of 99,000 route pairs
with an average length of 6,812 m show promising results for vehicle routing applications with OSM, especially for route length computation where
we found median absolute length differences of 1.0%.
Keywords. OpenStreetMap (OSM), Volunteered Geographic Information
(VGI), quality assessment, routing, street networks

1.

Introduction

Vehicle routing applications used in route planning, navigation, and fleet
management software depend heavily on the quality of the underlying
street network data. Errors such as missing streets, wrong or missing turn
restrictions or one-way street information lead to wrong route choices and
wrong distance estimations. Historically, street network data for vehicle

routing applications was only available through a limited number of vendors or official government sources. With the increasing popularity of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) projects such as OSM, there is a
growing interest in using such free and open data sources in routing applications for different modes of transport.
The adoption of OSM in professional settings is hindered by concerns about
the unknown quality of OSM data. Besides simple omission of objects, potential users are also concerned about active vandalism. One important factor is that OSM quality is not consistent between regions. Some countries
such as Germany and Austria have large communities of contributors (Neis
2012), which has been found to correlate positively with higher data quality
(Neis et al. 2012), while other countries have only smaller groups of contributors. Additionally, OSM quality shows an urban-rural divide (Thaller
2009, Zielstra & Zipf 2010) with better quality in urban regions. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the map in the area of interest with respect to
quality for a specific application before OSM can be used. Existing studies
describe evaluation methods for quality aspects such as positional accuracy
and attribute completeness (for an extensive, non-exhaustive list see OSM
Wiki 2014). However, to date there has been no systematic analysis of the
quality of the OSM street network for vehicle routing and the effects of
switching vehicle routing applications from established proprietary or governmental street networks to OSM.
Aiming to fill this gap, this paper presents a comparative method which
evaluates OSM street network quality in comparison to a reference street
network. The method is based on comparisons of street network features
such as turn restrictions and one-way streets as well as comparisons of
routes calculated on both street networks. Route comparisons analyze both
route length and route geometry to evaluate the effects of different street
networks on the results of vehicle routing applications.
Section 2 presents an overview of related work, followed in Section 3 by a
description of the methodology used in this study. Section 4 presents results of the comparison of OSM and the official Austrian reference graph in
the analysis area. The paper closes in Section 5 with a discussion of results
and an outlook for future work.

2.

Related Work

A first systematic approach for analyzing the quality of OSM is presented by
Haklay (2010). He compares OSM to Ordnance Survey UK calculating positional accuracy and comparing network length in regular grid cells covering
the study area. Ather (2009) extends Haklay’s work, comparing complete-

ness of street names. Subsequent papers compare OSM to other street network datasets such as Ordnance Survey Ireland (Ciepluch et al. 2011), TeleAtlas/TomTom Multi-Net (Thaller 2009, Zielstra & Zipf 2010), or Navteq
(Ludwig et al. 2011). Ludwig et al. (2011) and Koukoletsos et al. (2012) follow a different approach based on matching street objects of OSM and
street objects in a reference dataset. This enables them to compare attributes and geometries of specific street objects in two network datasets. Other
studies, such as Neis et al. (2012), present OSM-internal checks on validity
and topology of the street network.
Work focusing on routing-specific aspects of street networks includes Thaller (2009), who compared three routing examples calculated by OpenRouteService (which uses OSM) and TomTom personal navigation devices,
based on route length, travel time estimation, and route choice.
Zielstra & Hochmair (2012) compare shortest path lengths for 1,000 pedestrian routes of “typical pedestrian walking distance” per city. Routes were
calculated using OSM and other free and commercial street network datasets (TomTom, Navteq, TIGER, ATKIS, as well as a combination of networks) in two German and two US cities. They found that OSM provided
the most complete data source and the shortest routes – only outperformed
by a combination of all available datasets.
On the topic of vehicle routing, Ludwig et al. (2011) found that the “oneway”
attribute was missing from 28.1% of features in inhabited areas and 48.8%
of features in uninhabited areas of Germany when compared to the Navteq
street work. Similarly, “speed limit” was found missing for 80.7% of objects
in inhabited areas and 92.6% of objects in uninhabited areas. Neis et al.
(2012) compared the number of turn restrictions found in OSM and
TomTom and showed that the number of turn restrictions in OSM is significantly lower (21,000 instead of 176,000 for Germany in June 2011) than in
TomTom MultiNet dataset.
As shown in Graser et al. (2013), comparing the number of turn restrictions
can cause misleading results due to differences in how street networks are
modeled with respect to network generalization and representation of driving restrictions. While a comparison of turn restriction counts between the
official Austrian reference graph “Graph Integration Platform” (GIP) and
OSM for the greater Vienna region in December 2012 found 2,500 turn restrictions in GIP but only 691 (27.6%) in OSM, a systematic routing-based
comparison showed that 1,515 (60.6%) of the 2,500 GIP turn restrictions
had a matching representation in OSM. Similarly, 10,499 (87.8%) of the
11,964 one-way streets in GIP could be matched to one-way streets in OSM.

None of the studies so far offer a systematic evaluation of how exchanging
an established street network dataset with OSM affects the output of vehicle
routing applications with respect to resulting route length and route geometry.

3.

Methodology

Our approach comprises the following steps: After the initial preparation of
routable graphs, we compare the street networks based on network completeness, similarity of turn restriction and one-way street information, and
vehicle routing results.
3.1. Preparing Routable Graphs
The OSM street network consists of nodes and edges but OSM edges are not
necessarily split at each intersection. Instead, in the OSM representation,
edges are considered to be connected if they share a common node at the
point of intersection. Therefore, OSM is not routable without preprocessing, which splits edges at the appropriate intersections as depicted in
Figure 1. The GIP street network, on the other hand, is modeled using
nodes and edges which are split at intersections and connected through
explicit turn relations. Without a turn relation, even GIP edges sharing a
common intersection node are not considered to be connected. For more
details on the different approaches to street network modeling used in OSM
and GIP, including a matching of OSM highway tag values and GIP functional road classes, see Graser et al. (in press).

Figure 1. OSM preprocessing step splitting edges at intersections

Another aspect where the modeling approaches of OSM and GIP differ is
the handling of features such as driving permissions and turn relations.
While GIP tends to explicitly define driving permissions for various modes
of transport, OSM tends to use conventions and explicit restrictions; i.e. the
OSM tag combination vehicle=no and bicycle=yes evaluates to a ban on all
vehicles except bicycles. Similarly, GIP turn restrictions are modeled implicitly through missing turn relations, while in OSM, all turn maneuvers
are allowed at an intersection as long as there is no explicit restriction relation specified.

In order to create a correct OSM routing graph, edges that share a node at
their intersection have to be split up at the intersection node. It is worth
noting that the data preparation has to ensure that edges which do not
share a common node at the point of intersection are not split in order to
avoid creating junctions where there should not be any. This is especially
relevant at overpasses and underpasses created by bridges, tunnels or similar network features. Turn restrictions are created from OSM tag combinations that define turn maneuvers and finally, each driving direction and
turn restriction is labeled with the modes of transport they concern.
3.2. Street Network Comparison
The comparison of street networks is divided into three parts: 1) assessment
of street network completeness; 2) comparison of turn restriction and oneway street information relevant for vehicle routing; 3) comparison of routing results.
The first step is a general comparison of the length of the street networks of
OSM and GIP determined by calculating the total sum of the length values
of all street network graph edges. This is the most common test for completeness of street networks used in Haklay (2010) and numerous subsequent publications. This test can only provide a rough estimate of data
completeness since it assumes that both datasets contain similar types of
information. Before applying the test, it is therefore necessary to remove
road classes which are not represented in both datasets.
In a second step, we compare turn restriction and one-way street information relevant for vehicle routing applications. The routing-based
comparison method presented in Graser et al. (in press) compares forbidden maneuvers of driving against the one-way street direction and turning
at a turn restriction of one street network with routing results calculated on
the second street network (see Figure 2) to test whether both street networks contain matching driving restrictions. Similarity between forbidden
turn maneuver and route generated on the second street network is determined using the Hausdorff distance (Hausdorff 1914). A Hausdorff distance
above 10 m is interpreted as a correctly modeled turn restriction. Additionally, similarity between a maneuver describing driving against the one-way
direction and the route generated on the second street network is determined using length comparison. If the one-way information is present in
both street networks, the generated route has to find a way around the driving restriction and will therefore be considerably longer than the forbidden
maneuver, which is generated by extracting a 10 m long section from the
center of a one-way street (see forbidden maneuver in Figure 2c&d). A

route length above 20 m is interpreted as a correctly modeled one-way
street.

Figure 2. a. Correctly modeled turn restriction; b. Missing turn restriction; c. Correctly
modeled one-way street; d. Missing one-way restrictions; (narrow black arrows: forbidden
maneuver; wide grey arrows: routes generated on the comparison graph)

The routing comparison step of the street network comparison procedure examines routes calculated between identical start and end points. A
regular grid is created and used to distribute start and end points in the
study area. For each cell pair consisting of a source and target cell, n routes
are calculated. Before the routes are calculated, it is necessary to select
route start and end points. Distributing start or end points randomly within
the cells would lead to ambiguous situations, e.g. if the points end up in the
middle between two edges or at an intersection where it is unclear which
street should be selected for the route start or end. To minimize these ambiguous situations, we first choose a random network edge within the cell
and then select the center point of the edge as start or end point for the
route. To select start and end points in the second dataset, a simple map
matching routine is applied as follows: the start and end points generated
on the first dataset are each matched onto the 13 nearest junctions in the
graph and of all incoming and outgoing edges of these junctions, the one
with the minimum normal distance is chosen. Finally, the routes are calculated using shortest distance routing with Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra
1959).
The evaluation starts by computing length differences between the routing
results on OSM and the reference graph. The distribution of length differences provides a first assessment (see also Figure 5b). Systematic differences can be observed if routes in one network are systematically shorter
than in the other network. Systematic differences might be due to 1) higher
road density in one network; 2) lack of driving restrictions; or 3) lack of
necessary connections.
Even if the resulting length differences are small or non-existent, this evaluation step only confirms or disproves that route calculations on both
graphs result in routes of the same length. While this might be sufficient for

certain kinds of vehicle routing applications which only focus on the resulting distance estimates, further evaluations are necessary for applications
which depend on calculating correct route geometries, because the first
evaluation step cannot confirm whether both route calculations result in the
same routes in respect to route geometry. Therefore, in the second part of
the routing comparison procedure, the Hausdorff distance is calculated to
assess route similarity based on route geometry since it describes the difference between two route geometries independent of the route length.

4.

Results

The datasets used in this study are the raw OSM XML data for Austria provided by Geofabrik.de for March, 19th 2013 and the effective GIP export for
routing motorized traffic (called “MIV export”) within a 10x10 km study
area (Figure 4). In the following comparisons, the GIP export is used as the
reference street network graph which OSM is compared with. We want to
point out that the methodology could just as well be applied to commercial
street network data by providers such as TomTom or Nokia HERE. Since
the GIP export does not contain unpaved roads which would be equivalent
to the OSM type “track”, we removed streets of type “track” from the OSM
network.
4.1. Street Network Completeness
A preliminary assessment of OSM and GIP street networks shows that the
OSM street network is 1,402 km long and thus 210 km (+17.6%) longer than
the GIP export which is 1,192 km long. Since by removing unpaved roads we
ensured that both datasets represent the same road classes, this difference
is largely due to the more generalized nature of the GIP export street network which is optimized for routing applications and only contains road
center lines as shown in Figure 3. No generalization was applied to the
OSM dataset.

Figure 3. Details and network generalization differences between OSM (dashed black lines)
and GIP (wide grey lines) at Schwarzenbergplatz

4.2. One-way Streets and Turn Restrictions
The comparison of one-way streets shows that 6,289 (95.4%) of the 6,595
GIP one-way streets in the study area can be matched to a one-way street in
OSM. Similarly, 842 (68.3%) of the 1,232 GIP turn restrictions have a
matching representation in OSM.
Figure 4 depicts the spatial distribution of one-way streets and turn restrictions in the analysis area. The rate of matching features is color-coded
using darker shades for cells with more matches and lighter shades for cells
with fewer. The number written inside the cell states the number of occurring one-way streets or turn restrictions in the respective cell. The numbers
in the turn restriction map clearly show that turn restrictions are much less
common than one-way streets. Additionally, some cells do not contain a
single one and are therefore omitted from the turn restriction map. While
agreement about one-way streets is high with 91 out of 100 cells with a
match ratio better than 80%, only 30 of the 96 cells which contain turn restrictions reach the same ratio of 80% matching features in OSM and GIP.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of matching one-way streets (left), and turn restrictions
(right); absolute counts (value in the cell) and ratio of matching features (color)

4.3. Routing Comparison
In this case study, we used a grid with 100 1x1km cells and calculated ten
route pairs consisting of an OSM route and a GIP route per cell pair. This
leads to a total of 99,000 route pairs with an average GIP route length of
6,812 m (min: 54 m; max: 20,465 m). We calculate each route pair’s length

difference as OSM route length minus GIP route length. Negative difference
values therefore stand for shorter OSM routes. Based on all 99,000 routes,
the mean length difference is -15.5 m and the median length difference 17.3 m. These results show that OSM routes tend to be shorter than the corresponding GIP routes. Figure 5a depicts the relation of length difference
and GIP route length per route pair. High negative length differences are
found for long GIP routes over 5 km length while positive length differences
are also found for shorter routes. Figure 5b depicts the overall distribution
of length differences per route pair and clearly shows the trend of shorter
OSM routes in the shift towards negative length differences.

Figure 5. a. Length differences depending on GIP route length for individual routes; b.
Distribution of length differences for individual routes

We have seen the trend towards shorter OSM routes, but how often can
OSM and GIP routes be considered equally long for the purpose of vehicle
routing applications? Figure 6 presents the number of route pairs with
equally long OSM and GIP routes depending on the threshold chosen to
define “equally long”: at a threshold tolerance of +/- 10 m, 15,874 (16.0%)
of the total 99,000 routes are considered equally long. For a threshold of
+/- 25 m this value rises to 29,325 (29.6%), growing to 58,373 (59.0%) for a
threshold of +/- 100 m. Additional evaluations of absolute length differences in relation to GIP route length show that the median OSM route
length deviates by 1.0% from the corresponding GIP route length.
To gain a better understanding of the spatial distribution of route pairs with
similar route length and those with bigger deviations, we further evaluate
the length difference values grouped by route starting cell. Mean route
length by cell varies between 5 and 9 km depending on whether the cell is
located in the center of the analysis area or around its border. Figure 7b
shows that, in most cells, OSM routes are shorter than GIP routes, confirming our previous interpretation of individual route results, while Figure 7a
depicts the same median length difference values plotted over the median

GIP route length. This confirms the intuition that higher length difference
values are found for cells with longer GIP routes.

Figure 6. Number of route pairs with equally long OSM and GIP routes depending on
threshold

Figure 7. a. Median length difference over median GIP route length per route starting grid
cell; b. Distribution of median length differences per route starting grid cell

Figure 8 depicts the length differences for all route pairs starting in the respective cell. Cells in the center of the grid generally show lower median
length difference values than cells around the border of the analysis area.
While cells with high negative median difference values – indicating that
OSM routes starting there are considerably shorter than the respective GIP
routes – cluster in the northwest, cells with positive values are found in the
northeast of the analysis area, north of the river Danube where most of the
routes have to cross the Danube bridges to the southern part of Vienna. In
any case, it has to be noted that route length differences are accumulated
along the whole route, and the underlying street network deviations causing
the differences are therefore not necessarily located in the route starting
cell.

Figure 8. Median length difference in meters for all route pairs starting in the given cell

Figure 9. Median absolute length difference in meters for all route pairs starting in the
given cell

Figure 9 shows the median absolute length difference thus highlighting
areas with bigger length differences independent of whether OSM or GIP
routes tend to be shorter. As before, higher values are found at the borders
of the analysis area but the focus of highest difference values has shifted to
areas southwest of Schlosspark Schönbrunn (298 m difference) and along
the Danube (205 m difference). Closer inspection of the routes starting in
the grid cell near this park shows that the cell is mostly covered by the park
and contains only a very limited number of street edges (< 20 in either datasets). As a result, the algorithm picking route start and end points ends up
picking from this small set of edges over and over for each cell pair and thus
a single network difference can affect multiple routes.

To gain a better understanding of the sources of the length differences, 25
routes were inspected manually. For all randomly selected and inspected
routes with very large differences (eight kilometers) the reasons were that
the automatic matching process selected topologically different start or end
edges, e.g. motorway links instead of motorway exit. For further studies, it
is recommended to take special care that the chosen start and end edges of
the routes match to the same logical edges in the road graphs.
Other causes for length differences were map defects or inaccuracies, such
as missing or wrong information about where motor vehicles are allowed to
drive, different one-way information, missing or wrong turn restrictions,
and different lengths of dead end streets.
After these length-based comparisons, the following sections present the
results of comparing route geometries. In this study, similarity of route pair
geometries was calculated as the Hausdorff distance between OSM and GIP
route since it describes the difference between two route geometries independent of the route length. Figure 10 shows how the rate of route pairs
with OSM and GIP route geometries which are considered similar grows as
the Hausdorff distance threshold, which is used to define “similar”, is increased. The figure shows separate curves for several length difference classes from the top-most curve which represents only route pairs with a length
difference of 0 to 1 m to the curve at the bottom which represents route
pairs with a length difference of 29 to 30 m. These results show a steady
increase of similar routes up to a threshold of 25 m which slows down considerably afterwards.

Figure 10. Rate of routes with a Hausdorff distance under a given threshold

Based on these results, Figure 11 depicts the relation between length difference of OSM and GIP routes and the rate of route pairs with similar route

geometries defined by a Hausdorff distance less than 25 m. A threshold of
25 m was chosen since it is well below the size of typical city blocks, thus
eliminating routes which deviate by one city block while allowing for smaller deviations caused by different levels of street network generalization. The
graph in Figure 11 shows a linear relationship with a high coefficient of correlation R² = 0.98. Since calculating Hausdorff distance is computationally
expensive, we use the resulting linear relationship
-0.0104642553 * absolute_length_difference + 0.6829946168

(1)

to estimate the total number of route pairs with both a length difference less
than 25 m and a Hausdorff distance less than 25 m. Of the total 99,000
routes in the sample, 16,903 (17.1%) route pairs fall into this class and are
therefore considered to be a perfect match for the purpose of this study.

Figure 11. Rate of routes with a Hausdorff distance under 25 m over length difference

5.

Conclusion and Future Work

The comparison of OSM and GIP for vehicle routing application presented
in this work investigates the influence of switching from GIP to OSM on
resulting shortest path route length and route geometry. The study covers
comparisons of street network completeness, turn restriction and one-way
street information as well as 99,000 routes with a mean GIP route length of
6,800 m in the city of Vienna.
Route length comparison results show that for 59.0% of routes, the computed OSM route length is within a tolerance of 100 m of the corresponding
GIP route length, and for 29.6% of routes, OSM route length is within a
tolerance of 25 m of the corresponding GIP route length. Observed route
length differences vary by location but it has to be noted that route length
differences are accumulated along the whole route and, as a result, locating
the street network deviations causing the differences therefore is no trivial
task. OSM routes tend to be shorter than GIP routes which could be ex-

plained by two factors: first, the OSM network could be denser than the GIP
network and thus contain more "shortcuts", be they right or wrong; and
second, the OSM street network could contain fewer driving restrictions
and thus be more connected. While comparisons of street network length
show that the OSM street network within the analysis area is 17.6% longer
than the GIP street network, the differences are mostly due to the more
generalized nature of the GIP export and not due to additional connecting
streets in the OSM street network. Regarding driving restrictions, a comparison of one-way streets shows that 95.4% of the 6,595 GIP one-way
streets in the study area can be matched to a one-way street in OSM and
similarly, 68.3% of the 1,232 GIP turn restrictions have a matching representation in OSM. Differences in the remaining turn restrictions and oneway streets will influence route length and geometry deviations. Based on
the results of an evaluation of absolute length differences relative to GIP
route length, vehicle routing applications that compute route length based
on OSM instead of GIP would result in routes with a median absolute
length difference of 1.0% relative to the original GIP route length.
To further evaluate the similarity of routing results, Hausdorff distance between OSM route geometry and the corresponding GIP route geometry was
calculated. Results of this evaluation show that 17.1% of route pairs have
both a length difference less than 25 m as well as a Hausdorff distance less
than 25 m and are therefore considered to be a perfect match for the purpose of this study. It has to be noted that due to the varying quality of OSM,
applying the analysis methods presented in this study in other geographic
regions might result in significantly different results.
Expected correlations between shorter route length and a better agreement
of routing results both in respect to route length and geometry should be
investigated in subsequent studies. Further work is planned to evaluate the
effect of migrating to OSM on specific vehicle routing applications, such as
floating car data systems that require routing between successive vehicle
positions, which are sampled at intervals up to two minutes, leading to considerably shorter routes than the ones evaluated in this study.
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